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Life simulator 3 how to gain luck

Life Simulator 3 is a simple but addictive game for Android by Playdrop. In the game, you create characters, lead them to specific career paths, socialize, get married, have children, and maintain wealth, health, and happiness! If you're just starting to play it, then you're on the right page. This Life Simulator 3 guide covers all the basics of the game. Also, we have shared many tips, cheating &amp;amp; Life
Simulator 3 strategies you might like. So without further ado, let's head to the main content. Life Simulator 3 Guide, Tips: - You start the game by creating a character - as a teenager, your parents may drive you away after a few years or months - then you have to survive on your own. In Life Simulator 3, every second - a day passes - in the upper right corner of the game screen, pay attention to the date to
check the timeline. The first thing you have to do is start working in a part-time job and educate yourself. Educating yourself is necessary to get a high-paying job. Also, there are special courses where you have to apply - for example; if you want to drive, you'll need a driver's license. To stay alive, you need good health, wealth, shelter, food. Basic necessities. Once you have a stable or high-paying job, you
can start a relationship, get married, have children, and lead a life of luxury. Let's learn everything in detail and explore all the tips, tricks &amp; strategies of Life Simulator 3: - Define a Specific Career In the top menu, go to the second tab - this is the work section where you can check out all kinds of jobs - Life Simulator 3 game features 100s of work. There are special requirements to get a job - for
example - to become an architect, you need 5 years of construction manager experience. And, to become a construction manager, you need 2 years of construction worker experience. For this requirement, you must have 1 year of construction training experience. And, to get a construction trainee job, you need dishwasher experience (6 months). So to get a top level job, you start with an entry level job. In
this example, you become an architect - Dishwasher - 6 Month Construction Trainee - 1 Year Construction Worker - Assistant Manager 2 Years (Construction) - 5 Years Later you become an architect. So the first tip we would recommend is to decide on a certain top level job that you want to do later in the game and then start getting experience accordingly. In the example above - you will start from
Dishwasher, then construction training -&gt; workers -&gt; -&gt; architects. In some careers, you will need a degree or certificate. For example - Psychology, Sailing, Marine Survival, etc. Go to the third tab in the top menu -&gt; this education tab where you can apply for certain qualifications. In some courses, you may need to quit your current job. Start Making Money ASAP Studying at a university or
college needs money – if you want to educate your character, it's better to get some first by doing entry-level work. If the balance is negative, you won't last long. So start earning money as soon as you start life. Learn How to Gain Followers If you want to be a vlogger in Life Simulator 3, you need to socialize. Tap the like button in the upper-right corner/menu. There you can spend money to socialize. In
addition, if you want to date someone or meet someone to start a relationship, be sure to socialize. You will continue to gain followers as you spend money and progress through the game. One of the best ways to gain more followers is to adopt a pet. In the footer menu, go to the store tab -&gt; pets -&gt; You can buy/adopt a pet; Rabbits, Cats, Dogs, Ducks, Foxes, etc. Raise the prestige level of unlocking
new pets such as penguins, tigers, bears, and dragons. They spend too much money - so be careful. Learn How to Get Married First, socialize. Wait until you meet someone - the game will tell you if you meet someone - it's completely random. Open the relationships tab in the footer menu -&gt; there you can check the relationship status; single or in a relationship. When you meet someone and you want to
marry her, you have to propose. First, increase the power of love by giving gifts, interacting. You can check the strength on the same menu. If your partner says yes, then tap the get married button to get married - then you can try for a baby. If the partner says no, then wait - continue to interact regularly and continue to apply after a few weeks. Rent a House, Get Food To maintain your health status, you
need the right diet and shelter. Go to the shopping tab - &gt; food - &gt; spend on food plans. It is necessary if your parents kick you out of their house. Another thing is renting a house. Go to the properties tab in the footer menu -&gt; there you can buy or rent a house. You have to spend a lot of money if you want to buy an apartment. Renting would be a good option at the start of the game. Although, you
must be in a good state of profit to be approved for rent. So start doing the work first. Manage Finance Go to the piggy bank tab in the top menu -&gt; you can check in and out. Try reducing unnecessary expenses if you want to make a profit or reduce losses. For example - if you have a pet, then you can throw it away; shopping -&gt; pets -&gt; my pet -&gt; tap the pet -&gt; for adoption. Visit a Hospital To
Restore Health If you are low health, go to the hospital - &gt; spend money - &gt; restore health. Go to the heart tab in footer -&gt; visit the hospital. Keep An Eye On Events Random Events impacts on life statistics such as happiness, family, social, good, bad, etc. Reacting to these events can help you improve your life statistics. On the home tab, tap the life statistics button to check the statistics. In
addition to these statistics, you need to stay in shape - visit the gym regularly to improve fitness. Go to the heart tab -&gt; scroll down -&gt; regular gym. You can cancel at any time. In addition, be sure to claim special prizes watch video ads. Get The Free Boosters In Life Simulator 3, you can speed up your time and increase your earnings by watching video ads. Go to the home tab in the top menu -&gt;
under the work experience label, there are two offers; watch ads for increased revenue or to speed up time. Learn How to Become a Serial Investor You need a business degree, 100K cash, and 30 logic. Logic – Logic statistics can be improved by visiting the library. Go to the shopping tab -&gt; in the other things section, you will find online dating, library memberships, sports club memberships, acting
schools, music performances, etc. Spend library memberships to improve logic every month. 100K cash can be obtained by doing work. Business Degree -&gt; go to the education tab -&gt; master's degree program -&gt; business -&gt; register. Also, check out - Life Simulator 3 Codes Life Simulator 3 Prestige So this is all in this post in Life Simulator 3 Guide, tips, cheats &amp; strategies for beginners. This
article was last updated on January 28, 2020. For More Updates, Game News, Game Guides, New Game Releases, And ALERTS - Like Us On Facebook - MrGuider, Follow Us On Twitter - @techhuntr. Check Out - The best mobile games. Do you have any suggestions? Submit Here Facebook Twitter Questions WhatsApp Reddit Posted by Guest on Feb 13th 2020Last Modified: Apr 24th 2020What's the
best job in Life Simulator 3? Guest answered: Go for acting lessons and you'll be an actress or actor after a few years, you'll be paid 15k with your starting salary and if you're lucky it'll rise to 30 when you get the role to audition for the movie. Does this help? 1 0 REPORT We have a similar question to this one that may have more answers for you: Show all the Answers: 1 Whats the best way to improve
fitness? Answer: 1 How to get the best job in Life Simulator 3? Answer: 0 How do you get a job if you have no experience for anything? Answer: 0 Line of work to lead engineering? Answer: 1 how do I know how long I've been on the job? Answer this question: Add your answer to this question It seems that time of year where Life Simulator games are very popular and it all starts with the beautiful BitLife -
Life Simulator. But now we have another really great (and very challenging) game too), just called The Life Simulator – and we're here to share cheats and tips for it in our complete strategy guide. This game shows no mercy. It's very hard to win, it gives you a limited number of scenarios, but you're definitely going to need a lot of time to get it all. But we are here to help you win the game created by Mind
and I'm sure you'll have fun, just like we did. yes, and a little frustrated, because you can't have a solid life sim without it. So, without further ado, let's check out below some tips and tricks for The Life Simulator for mobile game by Mind Vacation! Scenarios set the difficulty level There are seven scenarios currently available in the game and they are fundamentally different for the game. You also can't walk
around in life and you'll have challenges with every type of scenario you play. Read the description in anticipation of how difficult it is to play that life (hint: it will be very difficult no matter what you choose). Perhaps the easiest scenario is High School Dropouts – you start the game with some money, you have a high school education and a full life ahead of you. Everything else is really challenging, except
maybe an Old Man scenario that gives you a little bit of everything (except for longevity). Try both first to get acquainted with the mechanics of the game and try the more difficult one afterwards. The salary structure is not bugged I have played several games in different scenarios and in each case I think that the salary structure is flawed. The first scenario I played was College Dropout and getting a Burger
Flipper job where I was supposed to earn $250 a month. However, I only get $225 from scratch. I restarted the game, considering it was a bug and went for an Educated and winding scenario, in which I instantly became a Data Entry Clerk with a salary of $400 per week. But I only earn $200 every time I work. I'm really angry because of this bug. But I realized it wasn't a bug. You have a cost of living every
week and they are listed at the bottom right of the screen. That's probably the most important area to look at, because you get an idea of your expenses each week and you can plan your life better. Everything affects the cost of living, making the game very difficult – so pay attention to your weekly cash flow! Move to a Small Apartment ASAP If you play a scenario where you don't already have a decent
home (and usually you won't), try to move in a small apartment asap. It was the first housing option that didn't negatively affect your stats and at $180 a week was relatively affordable. However, you have to set aside a lot of money to buy it. But even if you don't plan things too well, it's still worth it because you can switch to something cheaper without penalty. Find the Perfect Job – School Balance In most
scenarios, this is the most important thing: balancing study with work, to be able to get a better paying job. First, look at the jobs available and the requirements to get them. In most cases, you will be able to progress in your career after completing the number of weeks indicated under the job, so the salary will be better... But not fast. The best basic job in my opinion is Trainee (which requires you to study
Biology) – and I say that because it doesn't have a negative impact your stats are like any other job in the same salary range. Being an Uber driver seems like a solid choice too... but I guess by the time you have the money to buy a car, you'll probably be able to get a better paying job as well. But the bottom line is that you should get the best paying job ASAP ASAP Work hard. Don't pull Overtime or All
nighters unless your mood is really good... it may cost you more to fill it than the income you will earn as a bonus (at least on lower income jobs) Develop your skills faster than later Aside from study, there is something else to complicate things a little: Skills. It's similar to studies, but very expensive. Each skill unlocks a special trait or gives you a bonus - for example, a Janitor sees your character less often
as sick, while Home Cook gives you a better choice of food. Again, you should prioritize here based on your character and take things one by one (but most likely after completing your studies). I personally believe that Home Chef and Personal Finance are two of the best skills to invest in early, followed by Hygiene Experts, Meditation Experts and Stoicism. Free Leisure is an excellent recreational
recreation is what usually keeps you in a good mood and mentally strong. Fortunately, you have a free option here – take a week off, which gives you a very nice boost. That's what you should focus on for a while, because the $25 option that's immediately available after that doesn't really offer a huge bonus for the money. It's strange, actually, to see that more expensive options don't give you a bigger
boost per dollar spent. For example, Grab Drinks cost $200 and increase your happiness by 12 and mental health by 10. Visiting the park for 8 consecutive times costs $200 as well, and will give you a happiness boost of +40 and +32 mental health. While it seems better to go with a cheaper option, the biggest win you get from being more expensive is that you don't have to waste a lot of time doing that
action. But I still consider the prohibited charges, at least at the beginning of the game... Being in that relationship is EXPENSIVE As if we don't have too many expensive things ALREADY in the game... Relationships come to show us that either life is really hard or there are some balancing issues that have to be addressed in The Life Simulator. Being in a relationship is very expensive, because there are
many ways for you to spend money (and you should if you want to get ahead in that relationship). The good news is that you get some bonuses from being in one, so it's not just money that's wasted. Although the push is too expensive imho. Always pay attention to your stats All that matters is shown in the top left corner: your stats, your money, and your debt. That's where you should always look and try to
improve what goes into the red because if you spend too time with one of your three stats in the red, it's game over. And this will happen much more often than you want, especially during your first game because micromanaging everything is really difficult. Win the lottery! Like all life simulation games out there, The Life Simulator gives you the option to play the lottery and potentially win big earnings. I
never got it done and it's over. money, even though I win small prizes every now and then. But at $10 per ticket, with how expensive things are in the game... Even lottery tickets sound like luxury goods. But once you can afford it, get a ticket or two every now and then... Who knows? Maybe you'll get lucky once and end your life from my house! This will be our guide to The Life Simulator. It's definitely the
most challenging game we've played in this genre and that's largely because of the screenplay. If you have additional tips and suggestions for your fellow players, please feel free to comment below. If you have any questions, do the same! Same!
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